Those who have used it will agree there's no more handsome overseeding mixture than Dixie Green.® Sure it could have made it on looks alone, but Dixie Green® is more than just another pretty face. It's a performer.

A masterful mixture of Derby turf-type perennial ryegrass and Highlight Chewings-type red fescue, it has proven itself under the best of conditions as well as the worst.

Dark green Derby is probably the most winter hardy of all the modern turf-type perennial ryegrasses. It holds its color in the toughest of Southern winters and refuses to collapse even when chill, drying winds knock the bents off balance.

Highlight, on the other hand, was judged World Champion at the 45th Royal Agricultural Winter show in Toronto and therefore adds to the mixture the strengths of one of the great fine fescues.

So, if you want a thick, dark green turf that will putt true, please your members and hold its color the winter through, you'll choose Dixie Green®, the elite overseeding mixture.
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